
elegant leaf design glass candle jar with lid

Why Choose Sunny Glassware

 

Upmost dedication to design,never compression on quality
Sunny Glassware strictly protect the customers' designs, all the newly designed items
from us haven't been copied in three years.
Product quality is the major focus in Sunny Glassware. Sunny Glassware once
demolished 80,000 pcs of glass vessel with barely visible blemish.
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product description

 

product
name elegant leaf design glass candle jar with lid

Sample
time

1. 5 days if there is glass shape and size
 2. 15 days, if you need new shapes and sizes glass



Measure

Item number:SGHYJ20051915
Body:
  Top dia:88mm 
   Bottom dia:88mm 
   Height:66mm 
   Weight:325g
   Capacity:250ml
 Lid:
  Diameter:89mm 
  Height:25mm 
  Weight:185g
MOQ: 5000 pcs

Packing Normal packing,Individual gift box, PVC box, window box, color box, white box, etc

Delivery
time Within 35 days after the sample and order confirmed

Payment
term 30% deposit by T/T in advance and the balance against the copy of B/L

Shipment By sea,by air,by Express and your shipping agent is acceptable

Usage
Occasion Home decor,Wedding Decoration,Wedding Favors,Decoration enhancement,

  



 

As local embellishments,the marbled glass candlesticks and
aromatherapy bottles are not inferior to other "competitors", and the
presentation of texture often comes from the details.
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Exquisite candle holders and elegant aromatherapy bottles can all be well
presented with marble patterns, and the texture gives the furniture a new
texture and definition.



 

This decorative candle jar and aromatherapy bottle set is the perfect gift
of friendship or an elegant high-end gift for your loved ones. Everyone
will appreciate the quality of craftsmanship in this exquisite set.

This classic marble glass candle holder and scented bottle is a great
choice for high-end scented candles. It is very versatile to use around the
home, home or wedding party setting as an aromatherapy mug or as a
wedding centerpiece in a vase.
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We are looking forward to your inquiry and cooperation.
Pls contact Chally: sales32@sunnyglassware.com


